Effects of altered auditory feedback across effector systems: Production of melodies by keyboard and singing
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A B S T R A C T

We report an experiment that tested whether effects of altered auditory feedback (AAF) during piano performance differ from its effects during singing. These effector systems differ with respect to the mapping between motor gestures and pitch content of auditory feedback. Whereas this action-effect mapping is highly reliable during phonation in any vocal motor task (singing or speaking), mapping between finger movements and pitch occurs only in limited situations, such as piano playing. Effects of AAF in both tasks replicated results previously found for keyboard performance (Pfordresher, 2003), in that asynchronous (delayed) feedback slowed timing whereas alterations to feedback pitch increased error rates, and the effect of asynchronous feedback was similar in magnitude across tasks. However, manipulations of feedback pitch had larger effects on singing than on keyboard production, suggesting effector-specific differences in sensitivity to action-effect mapping with respect to feedback content. These results support the view that disruption from AAF is based on abstract, effector independent, response–effect associations but that the strength of associations differs across effector systems.

1. Introduction

When individuals produce a sequence of motor actions across a span of time, these actions are accompanied by perceptual events that result from actions. In certain domains, such as speaking and music performance, these perceptual consequences constitute goals for actions, and auditory feedback thus provides information about whether the appropriate goal has been met. Based in part on these observations, some have suggested that a close coupling exists between the mental representations used to plan actions and the representations used to monitor the consequences of these actions (e.g., Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben & Prinz, 2001; MacKay, 1987; Prinz, Aschersleben, & Koch, 2009). If, as these theories suggest, perception and action share a common representation, then fluent production should depend on the coordination of perceptual feedback events with actions. This reliance is demonstrated by the disruptive effects of altered auditory feedback (AAF) during the production of speech and music (for reviews see Finney, 1999; Howell, 2004; Pfordresher, 2006; Yates, 1963). Disruptive effects of AAF differ from the effects of masking or removing auditory feedback, which have been found to yield negligible effects in musical keyboard production (Finney & Palmer, 2003; Pfordresher, 2005; Repp, 1999), and have been found to yield considerably smaller effects on singing than effects of AAF (Mürbe, Friedemann, Hofmann, & Sundberg, 2002, 2004; Ward & Burns, 1978).

The fact that production relies on sensorimotor coordination is interesting in itself, but perhaps a more compelling question is, how can AAF interference effects inform models of cognitive organization for perception and action? A related issue that has received differing support has to do with the role of different effector systems (i.e., the motor systems responsible for action production): whereas some research suggests that perception–action associations exist at an abstract level of representation that may extend across effector systems (e.g., Cohen, Ivy, & Klee, 1990; Grafon, Hazelaine, & Ivy, 1998; Howell, 2001; MacKay & Bowman, 1969; Palmer & Meyer, 2000), evidence also exists for reduced effects of sensorimotor interactions after switching response mode (Yamaguchi & Proctor, 2009). In addition, some neuroimaging evidence is consistent with the idea that perception–action associations are effector specific (e.g., Buccino et al., 2001). The research summarized in this paper addresses the degree to which effects of AAF generalize across two effector systems that are used to produce music: The hand–digit system (used for keyboard performance) and the vocal system (used for singing). Broadly speaking, effector independent effects of AAF suggest that disruption occurs at an abstract level of representation and are based on a general sensitivity to correlations between perception and action. By contrast, effector specific effects may reflect task-specific learned associations.
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1.1. Dissociation of sequencing and timing effects from AAF

The most well known form of AAF is delayed auditory feedback, in which a constant time lag is added to the onset of perceptual feedback during production. Delays within the range of 100–400 ms can disrupt the performance of music on a keyboard, leading to slowed production (e.g., Finney, 1997; Gates, Bradshaw, & Nettleton, 1974), increased errors (e.g., Finney, 1997), and increases in timing variability (e.g., Pfordresher & Palmer, 2002). Similar effects have been found in speech (e.g., Black, 1951; Fairbanks & Gutman, 1958; Lee, 1950) and in other musical instruments (e.g., Havlicek, 1968).

More recent research on the effects of AAF during music production has sought to control the temporal coordination between actions and auditory feedback. Specifically, one can partition the effects of traditional delayed auditory feedback into two possible components: feedback synchrony and feedback contents. Illustrative schematic examples are shown in Fig. 1 (for further discussion, see Pfordresher, 2006; Pfordresher & Kulpa, 2011). A manipulation of feedback synchrony (Fig. 1A) causes feedback events (here, musical tones), to lag behind the actions associated with their production (e.g., a key press on a keyboard) yet occur before the next produced action. Importantly, in such circumstances an action is always followed by the anticipated event category (e.g., pressing the key for middle C leads to the associated pitch for middle C). Thus, the disruptive effects of such alterations can only be attributed to onset timing.\(^1\)

A qualitatively different kind of AAF manipulation involves changing the contents of auditory feedback while maintaining synchronization between perception and action (or asynchronies must be too small to be noticed). In such cases, disruption must occur because the event category represented by auditory feedback differs from the anticipated event category. When participants experience serially shifted AAF, the onset time of a motor act (a key press on the keyboard, or the initial phonation of a syllable) coincides with a feedback event whose pitch matches a pitch from a different serial position in the sequence. The serial separation between actions and feedback events is kept constant; Fig. 1B shows a serial shift with a lag of 1, where each action produces the pitch associated with the previous serial position. Interestingly, other manipulations to feedback contents, such as presenting a randomly selected pitch or transposing the feedback melody, do not disrupt production (Finney, 1997; Pfordresher, 2005, 2008).

In one sense, AAF that is serially shifted by a lag of 1 is similar to asynchronous feedback, in that both manipulations present feedback information “too late.” However, they differ in three critical respects. First, as described above, the fact that serial shifts are synchronous with actions means that disruption must be based on the mismatch between feedback contents and expected contents, whereas the same basis cannot be true of asynchronous feedback (as manipulated here). Second, the effects of these manipulations differ qualitatively (as described below). Finally, serial shifts that present future events (reported in Pfordresher & Palmer, 2006) lead to levels of disruption similar to that of serial shifts that present past events. Thus these manipulations of AAF differ in theoretically important qualitative respects.

Manipulations of feedback synchrony and feedback contents have qualitatively distinct effects on musical keyboard production, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. The illustrated data were pooled across three studies in which participants experienced normal feedback, asynchronous feedback (with delays equal to 33% of IOIs in a trial), and serial shifts of lag 1 (Benitez, 2005; Pfordresher, 2003, Experiment 4; Pfordresher et al., 2010). Participants in these experiments included pianists (with at least 8 years of formal training on the piano, N=28) and non-pianists (N=101) who performed short melodies from memory that were unfamiliar before learning. Both groups demonstrated the same pattern of results. Fig. 1C shows how asynchronous and serially shifted AAF influence production rate, measured by the mean of produced inter-onset intervals (IOIs, the time between successive key presses) in a trial. Importantly, participants were instructed to maintain a target tempo of 600 ms during AAF (though participants often exceed this rate when performing with normal feedback); higher mean IOIs represent greater slowing of performance timing. As can be seen, asynchronous feedback considerably slows production compared to normal feedback, whereas serial shifts have negligible effects on produced timing.\(^2\)

---

\(^{1}\) Traditional delayed auditory feedback using fixed delays often leads to asynchronous AAF. However, if the time of the delay is equal to the time between produced events, then delayed auditory feedback can lead to relationship between perception and action more like the serial shift of feedback (shown in Fig. 1B).

\(^{2}\) The percent of change between AAF performance and normal feedback performance is calculated as \([\text{([AAF − normal]/normal)}] \times 100\). This simple measure of performance change allows comparisons of these pooled data with the data from the current study by controlling for differences in base (normal) levels of performance across participants (see Section 3).
Although effects of AAF on IOI are seen for asynchronous but not serially shifted feedback, the reverse is observed for measurements of error rates (incorrect key presses), which reflect the accuracy of action sequencing, shown in Fig. 1D. According to this measure, serial shifts yield a much more disruptive effect on note production than does asynchronous AAF. Taken together, measures of timing and accuracy demonstrate the sequencing/timing dissociation in the effect of AAF on music performance: asynchronous AAF disrupts timing (mean IOI) but not sequencing (note accuracy), whereas serially shifted AAF disrupts sequencing but not timing (Pfordresher, 2003, 2006; Pfordresher & Kulpa, 2011). The current work examines the generality of this dissociation across effector systems (see Section 1.2).

The patterns of performance across AAF manipulations have important implications for the way the representation of perception and action is conceptualized. With respect to the role of auditory feedback, the fact that alterations of contents (i.e., serial shifts) on their own can disrupt production (see Fig. 1D) suggests that the interfering effects of AAF can be based specifically on alterations to feedback content, thus resulting from conflicts between the planned outcomes of actions and actual auditory feedback. Moreover, the sequencing/timing dissociation may have important implications for the cognitive representation of perception and action. These effects suggest that the coordination of perception and action is guided by a common representation that is stratified with respect to time-scale. This claim follows from other research in motor control. Some researchers, using manual tapping paradigms, have suggested that event timing in production may be planned separately from serial order (Krampe, Mayr, & Kliegl, 2005; MacKay, 1987; Rosenbaum, Kenny, & Derr, 1983). With respect to the role of auditory feedback, this framework suggests that the mental representation of onset timing is distinct from the mental representation of serial order, both levels being used jointly to plan motor actions and to interpret perceptual feedback from those actions. According to this view (see Pfordresher, 2006 for details), a common representation of sequence structure (including sequencing and timing) is used both to plan produced events and to perceive the timing and content of feedback. During normal feedback, planned events are activated based on sequential content and timing, with feedback supplementing activation of the same events at the time of production. When AAF occurs, however, perceptual inputs add activation to time points (for asynchronous AAF) or event contents (for serial shifts) that conflict with the planned timing and/or contents of the current planned event. In other words, asynchronous and serially shifted AAF may selectively perturb two dissociable time-scales in a common representation used both to plan actions and to perceive auditory patterns (this hypothesis is more extensively examined in Pfordresher, 2006).

However, this dissociation has never been demonstrated in domains outside of melodic performance on a piano keyboard. As such, it is an open question as to whether these effects are constrained by effector system (manual) and/or domain (music). In fact, research concerning the effects of delayed auditory feedback on speech has suggested that feedback contents do not influence production, in that converting feedback to a non-speech signal does not alter the disruptive effect of delayed feedback to speech (e.g., Howell, 2007; Howell & Archer, 1984; Howell, Powell, & Khan, 1983; Howell & Sackin, 2002). One possible interpretation of these conflicting results is that serially shifted feedback disrupts action planning, whereas eliminating the meaningfulness of feedback (as in the studies of Howell et al.) does not (Pfordresher, 2006). However, the fact that these findings come from studies using different effector systems (hand/digit, versus vocal) representing different domains (music versus speech) makes it impossible to draw a firm conclusion (cf. Howell, 2004). Thus, we next consider the possibility that the role of auditory feedback differs across effector systems.

### 1.2. Perception–action associations in different effector systems

Models of perception and action that inspired the account described above were predicated on the idea that the representations underlying perception, action, and planning function at an abstract level; in other words, the mental codes that represent perception and action are amodal (not system-specific). According to this view, action plans take the form of codes representing goals for actions, rather than muscle-specific commands, and perception–action associations are based on the degree of coherence between abstract codes used for action plans and similarly coded perceptual events (Hommel et al., 2001). Abstractionist views such as this clearly lead to the prediction that effects found for keyboard production should also be found for vocal production. However, recent neuroimaging evidence suggests that perception–action associations may differ across effector systems (Buccino et al., 2001), and behavioral evidence suggests that associations between perception and action in music may be heavily influenced by training within an effector system (Drost, Rieger, & Prinz, 2007). Beyond the empirical support, there are theoretical reasons to predict that effects of AAF on vocal production may differ from those found for keyboard production.

Howell et al. (1983) offered important reflections on possible differences in the vocal system and the manual production of keyboard sequences, in the context of evaluating the viability of “error monitoring” accounts for the role of auditory feedback (cf. Borden, 1979). In their paper, they referred specifically to differences across speech and non-speech tasks, although their comments clearly reflect a concern with the vocal system (producing either speech or a melody) versus production with other effector systems (such as the hand–digit system used for keyboard production):

> Consider music played on keyboard instruments. With electronic organs the pitch can be transposed at a flick of a switch without affecting performance. For a musician, it does not matter what the relation between an action and its outcome is; therefore, the feedback is not used to regulate the action. On the other hand, if a musician is required to regulate his or her meter with respect to other players, similar effects to those produced by DAF occur. (p. 773)

Two important predictions are suggested by this quote. First, the fact that perception–action relationships are at least somewhat arbitrary in (manual) music performance, according to this account, leads to a prediction regarding susceptibility to disruption. According to this logic, the motor gestures during vocalization (laryngeal tension) are more directly related to perceptual outputs (in particular, pitch) than are motor gestures in non-vocal musical performance tasks. As such, the experience of AAF during non-vocal music production may not be as disruptive as for vocal production. During vocal production, AAF leads to deviations from strongly formed perception–action associations. During non-vocal music production, however, such strong associations may not exist given the putative unreliability of such associations in daily life. Second, Howell and colleagues suggest that differences across effectors in susceptibility to disruption may be specific to manipulations of feedback contents (akin to “flicking a switch”), whereas manipulations of feedback synchrony (akin to “regulate[ing] meter”) may lead to similar effects across musical keyboard production and speech (vocal production).

Thus, in comparing the effects of AAF on keyboard and singing production we were interested in two questions. First, we were interested in whether the same sequencing/timing dissociation exists across effector systems with respect to the effect of AAF. Such a result would suggest that a similar kind of representation links perception and action within both effector systems. Second, we were interested whether the disruptive effect of AAF for each effector system differed in degree. Such a result would suggest that associations...
between perception and action (possibly via a shared representation) differ with respect to strength.

1.3. Current experiment

We addressed whether the sequencing/timing dissociation is found across effector systems, and whether disruption is similar across systems, in an experiment in which participants sang melodies or performed them on a keyboard while experiencing AAF or normal feedback. The experiment was explicitly designed to test the speculations articulated by Howell et al. with respect to the effect of AAF, but the implications clearly extend beyond the context of AAF. The issue at stake is whether perception–action planning associations are based on direct, effector-specific codes, or on more abstract codes that extend across effector systems during general sequence production tasks.

In the current work, we endeavored to model AAF conditions for use in singing task based on those used in earlier studies with keyboard production tasks. In addition, we included a constant frequency shift condition modeled on those commonly used in other studies of vocal production (e.g., Burnett, Senner, & Larson, 1997; Hain et al., 2000; Jones & Keough, 2008; Jones & Munhall, 2000; Zarate & Zatorre, 2008). For the vocal production portion, participants learned and then reproduced short, novel melodies by singing. While singing they could hear feedback that was normal, frequency shifted, shifted to a random degree at every onset, or timed in such a way as to model asynchronous or serially shifted AAF. The constant shift and random shift AAF conditions further serve to test the degree to which singing might be more sensitive to AAF than keyboard production, because these conditions yield small or negligible effects in keyboard production (Pfordresher, 2005, 2008). By contrast, frequency shifted feedback does influence vocal production, though it is not clear whether these effects are “disruptive” to performance in the way that other AAF conditions are. For instance, effects of frequency-shifted feedback are often interpreted as “adaptation” rather than “disruption” (e.g., Hain et al., 2000).

A methodological difficulty in manipulating AAF for vocal production is the introduction of manipulations that only influence feedback contents while maintaining synchrony between actions and sound. In comparison with keyboard production, MIDI software (e.g., Finney, 2001) allows the user to present frequency-altered feedback in synchrony with the onset of a key press. Yet, in vocal production such finely controlled, temporally precise pitch manipulation is difficult to implement. As such, in order to manipulate pitch contents for vocal production trials, we utilized a simple method of pitch delay that was timed to match inter-onset intervals set by a metronome before each trial. This manipulation validly replicates the experience of serially shifted AAF insofar as participants maintain the tempo, a matter we further discuss in Section 3.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Fifteen students from the University at Buffalo participated in the experiment. The participants’ mean age was 22 years, with a range of 18 to 34 years. Eight participants were female and 7 were male. All participants reported being right handed, and no participants reported having hearing problems or absolute pitch.

Participants were sampled without regard for musical training from a population diverse with respect to socio-economic status. As a result, most participants had minimal to no musical training. Eight participants reported no training or musical experience on any instrument, and only minimal experience singing (one of these participants reported 3 months of school chorus). Four other participants were considered musicians. Of these, one participant (the 34-year-old) reported 11 years of training that included 5 years of vocal training (20 years experience singing) and one year of piano training (5 years experience), as well as 4 other instruments. Of the remaining three musicians, two reported 5 years of training on the piano but no singing, and the final musician reported no formal training but reported performing 40 h a week currently (20 h of singing and 10 h of piano). The remaining 3 participants reported middling levels of musical training (1 or 2 years of formal training) on various instruments but no formal training on the piano or in voice.

2.2. Materials

Two 8-note melodic sequences were used; all participants performed both melodies, one by singing and the other on a keyboard (the assignment of melody to task domain was counterbalanced to counteract any differences in difficulty), in different halves of the experiment. Melodies comprised 5 pitch classes (C to G in the diatonic C-major scale); one melody began on C and featured a scalar contour [C E F G F E D E] whereas the other began on G and featured an alternating contour [G E F D C E D F]. Constraints on the number of pitch classes were included so that performers would not have to change hand positions when performing on a keyboard; furthermore the use of pitches within a 7-semitone range is within the spontaneous vocal range of most untrained singers (Pfordresher & Brown, 2007; Welch, 1979). Within these constraints, melodies were designed to be maximally distinct.

We presented melodies differently for blocks of trials that involved singing or keyboard production based on pilot studies, in order to optimize learning within each effector system. For singing trials, melodies were presented aurally using a synthesized voice with pitches and formant structures designed to mimic the female or male voice (matched to gender of the participant). Participants learned melodies by imitating these synthesized recordings (see Section 2.5, for further details). We felt that imitation was an easier, more natural vocal learning procedure than the presentation of music notation.

We originally intended to have participants learn keyboard melodies also by imitation. However, pilot studies suggested that participants found learning keyboard melodies in this way more difficult than learning sung melodies through imitation (and more difficult than learning keyboard melodies via notation). This difference makes intuitive sense considering that the spatial mapping of actions on a keyboard may be better suited to notational learning than imitative learning. Because we were more interested in equating ease of learning than we were in equating the modality through which learning occurs, we decided to have participants learn keyboard melodies through simplified notation instead (first described in Pfordresher, 2005). Melodies were presented as rows of numbers beneath images of the right hand with the relevant finger highlighted (1 = thumb of right hand), to allow for participation from individuals without musical training. Thus, the first melody given above was displayed as the row [1 2 3 5 4 3 2 3] and the second melody was displayed as [5 3 4 2 1 3 2 4]. On the keyboard, numbers 1–5 were arranged in a row above the corresponding piano keys, with arrows pointing to the requisite piano key.

2.3. Conditions

Participants experienced one of 5 different auditory feedback conditions on a trial. Auditory feedback was presented over headphones. During singing tasks, auditory feedback was presented along with pink noise used to mask air-conducted feedback (masking noise was presented at approximately 74 dB SPL, A-weighting, against a background intensity level of approximately 37 dB SPL; the intensity of target stimuli was approximately 82 dB SPL). Auditory feedback conditions included a normal feedback control and 4 altered auditory
feedback (AAF) conditions: asynchronous AAF, serially shifted AAF, random shifts of pitch and a constant frequency shift.

AAF conditions during keyboard trials were implemented using the software package FTAP (Finney, 2001), which manipulates auditory feedback via MIDI. During asynchronous AAF conditions the MIDI-out signal after each key press was delayed by 300 ms. During serially shifted AAF the event number (pitch) associated with each key press was stored in a buffer and output at the following key press; the only asynchronies in such cases result from normal MIDI lags which according to acoustic measurements in our lab were approximately 20 ms in addition to any delay amounts reported here (lags of 30 ms were reported in Repp & Keller, 2008), and similar transmission lags were measured for the apparatus used for singing trials. Such lags are not noticeable and do not lead to disruption of production, though they may have subtle effects on timing (Madison & Merker, 2004). During random pitch trials each key press led to the random selection of a MIDI note from a range of ±5 semitones around the current performed pitch, which leads to an atonal feedback melody in a pitch range characteristic of most melodies. For fixed-shift trials, participants heard feedback events that constituted a transposition of the intended melody upwards by 3 semitones.

For singing tasks, AAF manipulations were based on the auditory signal using the software package Cubase (Steinberg Media Technologies, Hamburg, Germany). Participants heard only altered feedback (with masking noise) over headphones and the loudness level was set to minimize access to air-conducted normal feedback without causing discomfort. Asynchronous and serially shifted AAF conditions were simulated by using a delay time equal to the inter-onset interval of the notes in the sequence. Specifically, the 300 ms Delay condition was designed to model an asynchronous delay, whereas the 600 ms Delay condition was designed to model the serial shift (given the prescribed 101 or 600 ms). Two further AAF conditions were used to test whether the restrictions on disruptive AAF conditions found for keyboard tasks also hold for singing. For the random pitch condition, feedback pitch was shifted to random levels (within ±3 semitones) every 600 ms. The fixed-shift condition, as for keyboard production, involved a constant change in F0 equivalent to 3 semitones up.

The use of different methods for manipulating feedback across effector systems was done to maximize the validity of AAF manipulations with respect to the temporal coordination of perception and action. As mentioned before, we know of no way to sequentially manipulate AAF for singing with as much temporal precision (e.g., using MIDI) as has typically been done for keyboard production. AAF manipulations for singing in the current study thus constitute the closest approximation we could think of to the serial shift used in keyboard production. Of course, it would have been possible to manipulate serially shifted AAF during keyboard tasks in the same way as we did for singing trials, which would have sacrificed temporal control in keyboard tasks but would have maintained parity across tasks with respect to the manner in which AAF manipulations were carried out. In fact, we did just this in an aforementioned pilot study (part of which was reported by Pfordresher & Varco, 2010). Unfortunately, timing variability in keyboard performance was found to be unacceptably high (considerably higher than in singing) in order to maintain the internal validity of AAF manipulations. That is, if we were to manipulate AAF in keyboard tasks using delays of the auditory signal, serially shifted feedback would be noticeably asynchronous with key presses most of the time. Based on these facts we chose to use manipulations that best controlled coordination of actions with feedback across tasks by varying the manner in which feedback was manipulated.

The difference across tasks with respect to the extent of pitch deviations was an experimental oversight. However, a pilot study that included exactly the same randomization manipulation across both tasks yielded the same kind of results we report here.
format and the experimenter made sure participants understood how to perform the notated melody (all participants did). The participants then memorized the melody in view of the notation. Participants were instructed to perform melodies at a moderate tempo, with rhythmic regularity, and using legato (connected) articulation. Following learning and memorization, the notation was removed and participants performed from memory for the remainder of the keyboard trials, which included a practice trial and 10 experimental trials that conformed to a different random order than was used for singing trials.

2.6. Data processing

Keyboard events were collected from the MIDI data stream through FTAP, which encodes onset times for key presses and MIDI note numbers.

Sung events were analyzed in the following way. Event onsets were demarcated via annotations with Praat (Boersma & Weenik, 2008). In determining onsets, we used information about the pitch trace, amplitude, and spectrum, all of which fluctuated with syllable boundary. These demarcations of beginnings were used to determine inter-onset intervals (IOIs) in production. Event pitches were estimated within these boundaries by finding the median F0 within the middle 50% of all pitch samples between boundaries. This procedure was effective at reducing the impact of outliers in estimated F0 (from artifacts in pitch tracking or aberrant vocal production) and at limiting the influence of vocal “scoops” which could occur near the beginning and end of sung events. All extracted estimates of pitch were conducted with in-house Matlab scripts (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and were visually inspected for accuracy.

Measures of timing for both tasks were based on inter-onset intervals (IOIs). For measures of accuracy, we focused on the produced melodic contour, the pattern of upward or downward changes between successive pitches, irrespective of interval size. Our use of melodic contour was based on the fact that singers frequently mistune notes and/or distort interval size in production, but rarely make errors of melodic contour, when singing with normal feedback (Pfordresher & Brown, 2007). We were interested in disruption specific to AAF here, rather than error patterns that may simply reflect individual differences in intonation production. Thus, each melodic interval produced by voice or on the keyboard was coded as +1 if ascending and −1 if descending, and compared to a similar ordinal coding of melodic intervals in the target stimulus. The Unix program “diff” was used to assess the frequency of addition, deletion, or substitution errors. The diff program operates under similar principles to other programs used to assess ordering errors in music (Large, 1993; Palmer & van de Sande, 1993, 1995) but does not make any assumptions regarding error sources, event timing or key. We removed any errors at the end of the trial that were byproducts of earlier errors in the trial (e.g., if a single note event is added in the middle of a trial, then it might appear as though the final event was deleted).

2.7. Design and analysis

The complete experimental design included the within-participants factors task (keyboard, singing) and feedback condition (normal, asynchronous AAF, serially shifted AAF, fixed shift AAF, random AAF). Between participants conditions were used for counterbalancing and included the factors block order (singing first, or keyboard first), assignment of melody to task domain (2 levels), and random order of trials (2 orders). None of the counterbalancing variables yielded significant effects. Thus we analyzed dependent measures using 2-way within-participants analyses of variance (ANOVA). Our primary measures of disruption were mean IOI (timing) and the proportion of contour errors in a trial (accuracy), as in previous studies on the effects of AAF.

In addition to omnibus ANOVAs we incorporated complex planned contrasts within each task (Keppel & Wickens, 2004, pp. 76–83) based on the sequencing/timing dissociation hypothesis. Specifically, when analyzing timing we assessed the hypothesis that asynchronous feedback elevated the dependent measure relative to all other feedback conditions within each task by separating data across keyboard and singing trials and applying the coefficients \((-1 \times \text{normal}) + (+4 \times \text{asynchronous AAF}) + (-1 \times \text{serially shifted AAF}) + (-1 \times \text{fixed-shift AAF}) + (-1 \times \text{random AAF})\) to the mean of each condition. When analyzing errors we adopted a similar procedure but instead assigned a coefficient of +4 to serially shifted AAF and −1 to the other conditions. Because complex contrasts were designed to test effects within a task domain, the error term was based only on variability within that task domain; this was computed by running an ANOVA only on one task domain (singing or keyboard production), which was conducted strictly for the purpose of computing the complex contrast.

3. Results

3.1. Disruptive effects of AAF

Fig. 2 displays the effect of task and feedback condition on timing (2A) and accuracy (2B). The ANOVA on mean IOI (Fig. 2A) yielded a significant main effect of task, \(F(1, 14) = 5.76, p < .05\), and a significant main effect of feedback condition, \(F(4, 56) = 20.45, p < .01\), but no significant interaction (\(p = .97\)). Complex contrasts based on the hypothesis that asynchronous feedback selectively disrupts timing were significant for both keyboard performance, \(F(1, 56) = 33.55, p < .01\), and singing, \(F(1, 56) = 57.76, p < .01\). Participants performed the keyboard at a faster rate than they sang, and performed more slowly with asynchronous feedback than any other condition in both tasks. Percents above means in Fig. 2A are used for illustrative purposes, to show the disruptiveness of each AAF condition relative to performance with normal feedback. These figures suggest highly similar effects of asynchronous feedback in each condition. During piano trials, participants performed faster than the intended IOI; however, this difference did not compromise the AAF manipulations used in this task.

The mean percent of contour errors in a trial are shown in Fig. 2B. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of task, \(F(1, 14) = 28.45, p < .01\), a main effect of feedback, \(F(4, 56) = 17.08, p < .01\) and a significant task \(\times\) feedback interaction, \(F(4, 56) = 12.24, p < .01\). Participants made more errors overall when singing than when playing the keyboard and in addition to this the disruptive effects of serially shifted AAF was relatively greater in singing than in keyboard performance (see percents above means). Despite these differences in susceptibility to disruption across effector systems, complex contrast analyses suggested that serial shifts had similar qualitative effects within each system, in that serial shifts selectively disrupted accuracy for both keyboard performance, \(F(1, 56) = 7.52, p < .01\), and singing, \(F(1, 56) = 57.81, p < .01\).

3.2. Error types

The fact that similar patterns of errors were found across singing and keyboard tasks does not necessarily mean that the same types of errors occurred in each task. As such, Fig. 3 shows mean numbers of errors across different error types, including additions, deletions and substitutions. Most errors were either additions (3A) or deletions (3B) and so it is not surprising that patterns of these errors closely resembled overall error rates. However, substitution errors for singing trials differed from the general pattern of disruption in that this measure did not show the same kind of disruptive effect for serial shifts as did the other measures. By contrast, substitution errors for keyboard trials, though infrequent, mirrored the pattern seen for overall errors.
Thus far our analyses of errors have focused on deviations from melodic contour. Such deviations in relative pitch are most central to the research reported here; nevertheless it is also of interest to determine whether AAF manipulations influence participants’ tendency to sing in tune overall (cf. Pfordresher & Brown, 2007). We addressed this issue by taking the absolute value of the difference between the mean of all produced pitches on a trial and the mean pitch of the target stimulus (in cents). We computed pitch in this way, rather than on a note-by-note basis, in order to examine overall mistuning independently of errors that occur on individual notes. Means for these absolute differences across participants are shown in Fig. 4. We only examine performance in singing trials because no tendency to mistune overall was found in keyboard trials, where participants produced sequences using 5 fixed pitches. As can be seen, the pattern of results differs considerably from errors based on relative pitch. All feedback conditions were equivalent with the exception of the fixed pitch shift condition. The ANOVA on these means was not significant (p > .20). However, we performed a complex contrast based on the prediction that mistuning would be greatest for the fixed pitch shift condition (which follows from previous research, e.g. Jones & Keough, 2008), and this contrast was significant, F(1, 56) = 4.84, p < .05. Thus, we can conclude that serially shifted AAF disrupts the sequencing of events, but not necessarily one’s tendency to sing in tune but does not disrupt sequencing.

3.3. Effects of musical training

The majority of our participants had minimal or no musical training. However, as mentioned earlier 4 participants should be considered musicians. Moreover, it is of theoretical interest to see if the effects of AAF documented here for both effector systems are at all modulated by musical training. In order to address this issue we analyzed separately data from 8 participants who had no musical training at all. Their data are shown in Fig. 5 (white bars). For illustrative purposes we also plot the median and individual means from the 4 participants who could be considered musicians; we did not analyze the musicians parametrically given the sample size. As can be seen the basic results found for the 8 untrained participants greatly resemble the data from all 15 participants, and are for the most part similar to the data for the 4 musicians. Two exceptions are that the non-musicians made more errors overall when singing (though not when playing the keyboard), and that timing of keyboard performance among musicians was slightly slower for the fixed and random shifts of pitch. As a whole, however, these data argue against the idea that perception–action interference effects from AAF are based on acquired associations during musical training.

Within non-musicians, statistical effects were similar to those found for the entire sample. The ANOVA on timing yielded only a significant main effect of feedback, F(4, 28) = 16.88, p < .01, and complex contrasts were significant for keyboard trials, F(1, 28) = 33.55, p < .01, and singing trials, F(1, 28) = 57.76, p < .01. The ANOVA on error rates yielded a significant main effect of task, F(1, 7) = 24.62, p < .01, a significant main effect of feedback, F(4, 28) = 7.08, p < .01, and a task × feedback interaction, F(4, 28) = 4.54, p < .01. As can be seen in Fig. 5B, the interaction supports the same pattern of results as found for the entire sample, with the effect of serially shifted AAF being greater within singing trials than within keyboard trials. Nevertheless, as with the entire sample, complex contrast analyses revealed disruptive effects of serially shifted feedback both for keyboard trials, F(1, 28) = 15.73, p < .01, and for singing trials, F(1, 28) = 37.55, p < .01.

3.4. Internal validity of AAF manipulations

Finally, we report the analyses designed to test the validity of serially shifted AAF manipulations within singing trials. As mentioned before,
the validity of these manipulations depends on how well participants maintained the prescribed tempo of 600 ms per IOI. Deviations from this rate lead to asynchronies; if these are large enough then one could say that disruption may reflect the combined effect of asynchronous and serially shifted AAF. Past research suggests that asynchronies between actions and an accompanying auditory pattern (a metronome,
or auditory feedback) may not be detectable even up to 100 ms (Jäncke, 1989; cited in Aschersleben & Prinz, 1997). In order to address this issue, we categorized each produced IOI during singing trials with the (simulated) serial shift condition into 10-ms bins and categorizing each bin according to its absolute difference from the 600 ms target IOI. Fig. 6 shows the resulting histogram, ranging from 0 to 300 ms. The lower rate for the 0-ms bin reflects the fact that all other bins reflect the sum of IOIs both shorter and longer than 600 ms. Importantly, the majority of IOIs (73%) fall within 100 ms of the target IOI. Another, more conservative, criterion is suggested by an asynchrony detection task reported by Repp (2000, Experiment 3) who found that asynchronies up to 10% of the target IOI were not detectable by most participants. In all, 60% of IOIs fell within this boundary (an absolute difference of 60 ms). Given these figures one can assume that most asynchronies within the (simulated) serial shift condition for singing trials were not detectable. Moreover, even those that could be detectable would be accompanied by alterations to feedback contents and would be considerably less asynchronous than the 300 ms asynchrony (50% of prescribed IOIs).

Another claim on which the current method was based has to do with timing variability across the two tasks. Recall that our motivation for using more temporally controlled manipulations in the keyboard tasks than in the singing tasks was that timing variability in production is greater in the former than the latter (see Section 2.3). We assessed this claim by analyzing coefficients of variation across both tasks (standard deviation normalized by mean IOI). Timing variability in keyboard tasks (M CV = 84%, SE = 2%) was several orders of magnitude higher than in singing tasks (M CV = 18%, SE = 1%), and the difference, not surprisingly, was statistically significant, t(14) = 18.38, p < .01. Thus, if we had manipulated serial shifts in keyboard tasks as we had done for singing tasks we would most likely not have replicated the sequencing/timing dissociation for keyboard tasks, a speculation that was confirmed in the aforementioned pilot study.

4. Discussion

The results of the experiment reported here suggest that the sequencing/timing dissociation generalizes across vocal and manual effector systems during the production of musical sequences. Similarity across effector systems was particularly striking for the effect of
asynchronous AAF on timing (Fig. 2A), which yielded almost identical effects across tasks. Indeed, this finding is in line with the earlier prediction by Howell et al. (1983) who proposed that asynchronous feedback (or any recurring sound that is asynchronous with actions) should disrupt the timing of sequence production in any effector system. Furthermore, both effector systems showed the sequencing/timing dissociation, found previously for keyboard production (Pfordresher, 2003; Pfordresher & Kulpa, 2011). Asynchronous AAF disrupted timing, but not accuracy, whereas serial shifts of pitch disrupted accuracy, but not timing. These qualitative similarities across systems are consistent with the idea that perception–action associations are formed at an abstract level, possibly based on common coding of goals associated with action and resulting perceptual events, rather than effector-specific associations. At the same time, effector systems differed dramatically in their susceptibility to disruption by serial shifts. This quantitative difference follows logically from the fact that motor gestures in the vocal system are more reliably linked to actions than are manual action sequences (cf. Howell et al., 1983).

Although the effector systems explored here differ with respect to their susceptibility to disruption by serial shifts, it is noteworthy that these systems did not differ with respect to the potentially disruptive effects of other alterations to feedback contents, namely random and constant shifts of frequency. It might be predicted, for instance, that the tighter link between actions and sounds in vocal production would lead to disruption of vocal production from random pitch shifts as well as from serial shifts of pitch. This was not the case. Thus, the systems do not appear to differ with respect to the role of feedback contents in the sequencing of movement. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the effects of constant frequency shifts of vocal feedback are not “disruptive” in the sense of leading to more errors. Although such manipulations do lead to alterations in produced pitch (and they had such effects here too), such effects amount to musical “transpositions” in singing rather than disruption in the production of pitch contour.

Our inclusion of participants who were musically untrained bears discussion. Had we sampled only pianists we could have benefited from their greater temporal precision in production and have possibly been able to fully equate AAF manipulations across tasks. However, for theoretical reasons it was important to us that we include untrained participants, due to the aforementioned point made by Howell et al. (1983). Assuming their claim about perception–action relationships being arbitrary in musical (non-vocal) performance, an untrained individual could be assumed to have little or no sense for what kind of perception–action relationships are appropriate. Such an individual should not be disrupted simply because of hearing an inappropriate pitch if no pre-existing associations between piano keys and pitches had been formed. For instance, previous reports of associations between pitch height and single, discrete responses have found reduced effects, limited only to pitch changes greater than an octave (Rusconi, Kwan, Giordano, Umiltà, & Butterworth, 2006; see also Keller & Koch, 2008). Thus, the use of non-musicians constitutes a strong test of the hypothesis given by these researchers. By contrast, were we to use trained pianists, then this group might have developed associations over time out of perception–action associations that may have initially been treated as unrelated. If we found results like the current results with a group of pianists, one could claim that the effects simply reflect learned associations for keyboards, combined with more intrinsic associations with the voice.

Although we attempted as much as possible to equate conditions across keyboard and vocal tasks, there were many respects in which these tasks differed beyond simply the motor system used. These differences included the modality used to present stimuli during learning (auditory for singing, visual for keyboard), the method used for manipulating serial shifts (based on time delays for singing, based on MIDI for the keyboard), the method used for extracting produced pitch (analysis of F0 for singing, use of MIDI event codes for keyboard), and the use of warm-up trials (adopted for singing but not keyboard trials). In our view all of these differences were necessary based on the important goal of ensuring that the task demands and feedback manipulations were best suited for the motor task accomplished by our largely untrained participants. Moreover, it is difficult for us to see how these task differences could provide a successful alternative account of the current results. First, our primary result is one of similarity across task domains. We feel that it is unlikely that these similarities could result as an artifact of differences in our manipulations. If anything these differences across domains should enhance different responses to AAF. This leads to the second primary finding, which is that singing was evidently more vulnerable to the effect of

![Fig. 6. Histogram showing the distribution of all inter-onset intervals (IOIs) within singing trials in which participants experienced serially shifted AAF (a delay of 600 ms). Each produced IOI was classified within bins of 10 ms; the figure plots centers of bins. IOIs are plotted as deviations from the target IOI of 600 ms (defined by the tempo); the abscissa shows deviations as absolute values and as percents of the target IOI. Every bin other than 0 ms reflects the sum of IOIs that are longer and shorter than the target.](Image)
serial shifts than keyboard production. Perhaps the slight asynchronies that were present in this manipulation for singing (which simulates the kind of manipulation we could execute more cleanly in keyboard production) enhanced disruption for singing tasks. Yet there is a problem with this account as well. That is, asynchronies typically lead to slowing of production compared to normal feedback (this was found for singing and keyboard tasks with the 300 ms delay); yet the (simulated) serial shift condition for singing did not slow production (see Fig. 2A). Thus, our interpretation of the results is that we found similar effects in both task domains in spite of necessary differences in the procedure we used across tasks. To us the similar results argue for the robustness of the sequencing/timing dissociation. Finally, the presence of higher error rates during normal feedback for the singing condition may be taken to suggest that this motor task was more difficult for participants, and indeed many people have difficulty singing accurately and precisely (Pfordresher, Brown, Meier, Belyk, & Liotti, 2010). However, anecdotal observations by experimenters suggested that the learning of musical sequences (which is separate from intonation) was in fact easier for singing than for keyboard tasks.

In conclusion, the current results favor the view that the disruptive effects of AAF are based on abstract, effector-independent, associations between perception and action. These connections may not rely on direct experience with the relationship between actions and sound within a particular medium. Instead, we think that AAF manifestations reflect the fact that people in general learn to expect that the physical pattern of actions they generate under normal circumstances should be correlated with the pattern of perceptual events that accompany actions. That this sensitivity is (apparently) not contingent on registering perceptual events as feedback or on the effects of learning suggests that we rely on such patterns of coordination at a very basic level.
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